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Full-potential LAPW calculation of electron momentum density and related properties of Li
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Electron momentum density and Compton profiles in lithium along^100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions are
calculated using full-potential linear augmented plane-wave basis within the generalized gradient approxima-
tion. The profiles have been corrected for correlations with the Lam-Platzman formulation using self-consistent
charge density. The first and second derivatives of the Compton profiles are studied to investigate the Fermi-
surface breaks. Decent agreement is observed between recent experimental values and our calculated values.
Our values for the derivatives are found to be in better agreement with experiments than earlier theoretical
results. The two-photon momentum density and one- and two-dimensional angular correlations of positron
annihilation radiation are also calculated within the same formalism, and include the electron-positron en-
hancement factor.@S0163-1829~99!06139-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compton scattering and positron annihilation techniq
are well-established tools for studying the momentum dis
bution of electrons in solids.1–4 In the Compton scattering
technique, the intensity distribution of energy-broaden
Compton-scattered radiation~called the Compton profile! is
studied, while in the positron annihilation technique me
surement is performed of the angular correlation betw
two photons emitted during the annihilation of a thermaliz
positron with electrons in the solid. The Compton profi
~CP! and angular correlation of positron annihilation rad
tion ~ACPAR! curves contain the fingerprints of Ferm
surface~FS! breaks in the momentum distribution in the fir
and higher Brillouin zones. It is well known that although t
magnitude of the discontinuity in the momentum distributi
itself changes due to electron-electron, electron-ion,
electron-positron correlations, the position of the disconti
ity remains unchanged.5–7 Thus, these techniques togeth
are useful to extract information about FS geometry, and
identify electron correlation effects. Positron annihilati
techniques are more sensitive to the outer, weakly bo
conduction electrons, and are also capable of perform
measurements in both one- and two-dimensional geomet
with much superior momentum resolution. Theoretica
however, it is more straightforward to calculate CP’s, as A
PAR studies necessitate accounting for electron-posi
many-body correlation effects. These effects are incor
rated in the form of momentum-, energy-, or densi
dependent enhancement factors.8–12

Early measurements of the Compton profile suffered fr
limited momentum resolution in the Compton scattering
periment ~;0.4 a.u.!. The advent of high-intensity, high
energy, and well-polarized synchrotron sources, and s
trometers with high resolution~;0.12 a.u.!, have resulted in
a revival of interest in this area.13–15On the theoretical side
high-performance computing facilities have made it poss
to perform calculations on a finep mesh, with a better con
vergence criteria for the total energy and charge-density s
consistency.

In the present paper, we report full-potential lineariz
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~15!/10770~6!/$15.00
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augmented plane-wave~FP-LAPW! calculations of the elec-
tron momentum distribution in Li. In lithium, because of i
smallness, the electron-ion interactions are strong and
electrons do not behave like a textbook example of a hom
geneous electron gas as in sodium. The Fermi surface o
shows a small but definite departure from the free-elect
sphere. The electron momentum density~EMD! is highly
anisotropic, and the high-momentum components~HMC’s!
are small but important. The momentum distribution of
has been investigated in the past, both theoretically and
perimentally, by several workers16–20with available state-of-
the-art procedures. Recently, Sakuraiet al.13 performed
high-resolution Compton scattering experiments for Li
measure Compton profiles and Fermi radii. The measu
CP’s are compared with the theoretical ones calculated u
the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! method. Subsequently
Schülke et al.15 measured 11-directional Compton profile
and employed them to reconstruct the three-dimensio
EMD in Li metal. A comparison of the experimental CP
with their theoretical counterparts has always shown so
discrepancies. This is partly due to the various approxim
tions involved in computing the profile, and partly due to t
experimental errors. Methods like FP-LAPW can provide a
curate results for the one-electron wave function, and he
should be employed for computation of theoretical CP
Such accurate calculations of the CP’s of Li have been
ported by Kubo21,22 employing theGW approximation using
FP-LAPW wave functions within the local-density approx
mation ~LDA ! as the zeroth approximation. The calculat
CP’s are in good agreement with the experimental valu
but the derivatives of the CP’s match the experimental o
poorly.21 The derivatives of CP’s are important as they pr
vide information about the Fermi surface.

In the present paper, we use the full-potential lineariz
augmented-plane wave method for the computation of C
which have been corrected to include the correlation effe
not accounted for within the LDA, along with one- and tw
dimensional angular correlations of positron annihilation
diation, which include corrections due to electron-positr
correlation effects. Such studies using the same formal
for calculation of CP and ACPAR can provide compleme
10 770 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 10 771FULL-POTENTIAL LAPW CALCULATION OF ELECTRON . . .
tary information about the Fermi surface and the elect
momentum distribution. Our aim in this paper is to extra
the FS geometry from the two techniques together, and
identify the part of electron correlations left out in the theo
to describe the EMD. The plan of the paper is as follows
Sec. II, we present the momentum space formulation of
LAPW wave function, and computational details, while Se
III deals with the results.

II. METHODOLOGY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The one-electron wave function for an electron in t
state labeled by wave vectork and band indexj is expanded
in the LAPW basisfk1G(r ) as

ck
j ~r !5(

G
ck1G

j fk1G~r !, ~1!

where ck1G
j are the expansion coefficients, andG denotes

the reciprocal-lattice vector. The LAPW function is a pla
wave outside the muffin-tin sphere, while inside it is a line
combination oful(r ), the solution of the radial Schro¨dinger
equation and its energy derivativeu̇l(r ). This allows greater
flexibility inside the spheres~than the APW method! and
hence permits computation of an accurate solution.23

The momentum space LAPW wave function is obtain
by a Dirac-Fourier transformation of Eq.~1! and the electron
momentum density is computed from the momentum sp
wave function of occupied states. The Compton profile
then obtained by performing a double integral.

The theoretical Compton profile thus obtained is over
timated at low momenta and is underestimated at higher
mentum values than its experimental counterpart. This
crepancy is often attributed to the correlation effects that
ignored in the independent-particle model.24 Lam and
Platzman24 showed that these effects can be incorpora
into the EMD by augmenting a correction term to t
independent-electron model momentum density. The re
formulation of Cardwell and Cooper,25 based on work by
Lam and Platzman, which takes care of the nonunity oc
pation below the Fermi momentumkf and nonzero occupa
tion beyondkf , has been employed in the present work.

For a single positron in a defect-free crystal, the posit
density will be distributed over the entire crystal. Therefo
the positron wave functionc1(r ) is considered to be delo
calized, and is represented by a plane-wave basis. Furthe
the positron essentially thermalizes before annihilation, i
assumed to be in the statek150. The enhancement in th
two photon momentum density~TPMD! due to the electron-
positron short-range correlation is calculated according to
prescription given by Puskaet al.,10 which is a function of
electron and positron densities. Thus, the TPMD is evalua
using the prescription

r2g~p!5(
k, j

occ

uFk
j ~p!u2

5(
k, j

occ U E e2 ip•rc1~r !ck
j ~r !Ag@ne~r !,n1~r !#d3rU2

~2!
n
t
to
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wherene(r ) andn1(r ) are the electron and positron dens
ties, respectively, and the enhancement fac
g@ne(r ),n1(r )# in the limit n1(r )→0 is

g0~r s!5111.23r s10.98890r s
3/221.4820r s

210.3956r s
5/2

1r s
3/6, ~3!

wherer s5@3/4pne(r )#1/3.
A self-consistent band-structure calculation was p

formed using the LAPW method as implemented in t
WIEN97 package.26 The calculation employs a full potentia
which implies that the nonspherical part of the potential
side the muffin-tin sphere and its deviation from the const
potential in the interstitial region are taken into consid
ation. The simplified generalized gradient approximati
~GGA! due to Perdewet al.27 was used for the exchange
correlation part of the Kohn-Sham potential. In the ban
structure calculation the lattice constant of Li in bcc structu
is taken to be 6.61375 a.u.28 The self-consistency cycle
were carried out to an energy tolerance of 1026 Ry, and a
charge convergence of 1025 electrons. The various band
structure parameters agree very well with earlier accu
calculations.20,29

For the calculation of Compton profile, in 1/48th of th
Brillouin zone we used 40 425k points to evaluate the mo

FIG. 1. Electron momentum densities along^100&, ^110&, and
^111& directions.
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10 772 PRB 60BARUAH, ZOPE, AND KSHIRSAGAR
mentum space wave function which when translated by
reciprocal space vectors yield 404253531p points. The lin-
ear tetrahedron method30 was used for the calculation o
Compton profiles over a momentum mesh of 0.001 a.u.
correlation correction was carried out as described by C
well and Cooper.25 In carrying out these calculations we us
the self-consistent density inside the muffin-tin sphe
whereas in the interstitial region we assumed the densit
be flat with little structure. Nor s cut-off value was used, a
suggested by Cardwell and Cooper.25

For the calculation of two-photon momentum density, t
wave function for the positron was obtained by solving t
secular determinant once using the self-consistent Coul
bic potential from earlier calculation for electronic ban
structure but with an opposite sign. We have used 81k
points to evaluateFk

j (p).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electron momentum density for lithium metal alo
^100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions in momentum space
plotted in Fig. 1. Each panel shows the EMD along o
direction, calculated within the LDA and GGA employin
von Barth-Hedin ~VBH!31 and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerho
~PBE!27 exchange-correlation potentials, respectively, alo
with a GGA-EMD corrected using a Lam-Platzman~LP!24

FIG. 2. Compton profiles alonĝ100&, ^110&, and ^111& direc-
tions.
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term in that direction, employing the model momentum de
sity proposed by Cardwell and Cooper.25 The results are al-
most identical for VBH and PBE exchange-correlation p
tentials, indicating that the nonlocal corrections as descri
within the GGA do not seem to affect the momentum dens
in Li, although their electronic structure is slightly differen
in the LDA and GGA. This gives rise to almost identic
~CP’s! for LDA and GGA formulations, as predicted by Lam
and Platzman.32 These observations for Li support the fa
that although the ionic potential is strong in Li, the condu
tion electron density behaves more like a homogeneous e
tron gas. Similar calculations for transition metals do sh
significant differences in LDA and GGA results.33

The strong ionic periodic potential, however, does cou
the states near Brillouin-zone~BZ! boundaries, and the con
duction electron wave functions contain strong hig
momentum components and the EMD does show an an
tropic behavior, as is evident from Fig. 1. Since Li has on
one electron in the conduction band, in the one-electron
ture the EMD is zero beyondkf in the first BZ and between
its images in higher zones. Lam-Platzman24 correction partly
takes care of the correlation effects on the wave function
the one-electron picture. The occupation number of an in
acting homogeneous electron gas is estimated to be sm
than that of a noninteracting free-electron gas by 4% for
Our LP-corrected EMD displays the effect of states bel

FIG. 3. Anisotropies of the Compton profiles between vario
directions.
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PRB 60 10 773FULL-POTENTIAL LAPW CALCULATION OF ELECTRON . . .
kf , being pushed abovekf in Li, and these can be compare
with results in Fig. 5 of Ref. 17, which uses mean occupat
numbers derived from electron-gas data for correlation
fects and couples them with orthogonalized plane-w
band-structure method. EMD dies off in higher zones alo
^100& and^111& directions, but shows a strong umklapp com
ponent along thê110& direction. These higher-momentum
components play an important role in determining the sha
of Compton profiles and angular correlation curves.

Compton profilesJk̂(q) corrected for the correlations ar
presented in Fig. 2 together with the experimental and K
results13 with k̂ along ^100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions. In
order to facilitate the comparison with experimental CP
the theoretical CP’s were convoluted with a Gaussian wit
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of 0.12 a.u.~the ex-
perimental resolution was given in Ref. 13!. Our Compton
profiles, when compared with experimental values, supp
the widely known behavior, namely, overestimation at lo
momentum and underestimation at higher momentum val
Correlation corrections lower the CP values within the m
Fermi surface but they are still higher than the experime
results. It is to be noted that KKR values are consisten
higher than our values nearq50, and show a more pro
nounced cusplike behavior neark f for all three directions.
The cusp seen in the CP reflects the discontinuity in
EMD at k f in the first BZ, and their images in higher zone
The results indicate that the discontinuity is smaller in F
LAPW calculations than in those of KKR. The disagreeme
between present results and KKR results could be attribu
to the fact that present work is a full-potential calculati
whereas KKR used a muffin-tin shape approximation. S
ond, the LP correction was calculated using the prescrip

FIG. 4. One-dimensional ACPAR curves along^100&, ^110&,
and ^111& directions.
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of Cardwell and Cooper,25 employing self-consistent charg
density in the present work, whereas KKR used interpola
results from homogeneous electron-gas data. Our res
agree with those of KKR beyondq50.8 a.u., while the ex-
perimental values are consistently higher than the theor
this region. This reflects that the nonzero occupation bey
k f for the inhomogeneous electron gas is only partially
counted for by the theory.

We have also compared the directional anisotropies in
Compton profiles with the experimental work of Sakur
et al.,13 and the overall agreement is found to be good. T
directional anisotropies are important while compari
theory with experiment as the systematic errors in the exp
mental and theoretical results are canceled out. The pro
nent structures nearq50 are well reproduced at the corre
momentum values; however, they are overestimated
theory~Fig. 3!. This is again due to the correlation correctio
functional as discussed by Bauer and Schneider.34 In the
present calculation, we have included the correlation corr
tion which is isotropic, and therefore does not affect the
sults of anisotropy. Attempts to include anisotropic corre
tions are in progress and will be published elsewhere.

The two-dimensional ACPAR surfaces were obtained
integratingr2g(p) along ^100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions,
respectively; while the one-dimensional~1D! curves were
obtained using the linear tetrahedron method. The
ACPAR curves alonĝ100&, ^110&, and ^111& directions are
shown in Fig. 4, and are in qualitative agreement with ear
published work.35,36 The 1D ACPAR curves were convo
luted with a Gaussian with a FWHM of 0.022 a.u.. The 2
ACPAR data convoluted with 0.530.23-mrad2 FWHM ~Ref.

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional ACPAR plot of Li in the (110̄) plane.
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10 774 PRB 60BARUAH, ZOPE, AND KSHIRSAGAR
37! is presented in Fig. 5, and the overall shape matches
experiment.38 The higher-momentum components in t
TPMD are seen quite clearly in the 2D ACPAR plot. Th
smaller bump comes from the TPMD in the second zone
the ^110& direction, whereas the contributions from high
zones are hardly visible. The larger bump is a result of p
jected contributions from̂011̄& and^101̄& directions for the
samep value. The HMC intensity is seen to be a sharp fun
tion of momentum values. The momentum density decrea
with increasing momentum values, which is a direct refl
tion of thes-like wave function.

We have extracted relevant FS data from both elect
and electron-positron momentum distributions. Although,
principle, both Compton scattering and ACPAR probe
electron momentum distribution and provide complement
information about the FS, the latter provides the best p
sible measurements for FS breaks in the EMD since
electron-positron correlations enhance the momentum d
sity at kf . The prominent breaks in momentum distributio
are seen around 0.6 a.u. with slightly different values alo
different directions, as shown in Fig. 1 for the EMD. A sim
lar structure is also seen in the TPMD. The images of the
breaks, seen in higher zones due to periodicity, are refle
in the CP and ACPAR data. The structures seen are iden
to those seen earlier and discussed by Sakuraiet al.13 for CP
curve and Kim and Stewart35 for ACPAR curves. However

FIG. 6. Derivative of the Compton profiles along^100&, ^110&,
and ^111& directions.
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we point out that the LP correction shifts the FS breaks,
seen in the derivatives of the CP. This is a limitation of t
model which employs isotropic momentum density to calc
late the LP correction.

Figure 6 displays the first derivatives of the direction
Compton profiles. Although the breaks in the first derivati
curve without convolution bring out the structures rath
well, indicating the distortions of the free-electron sphe
however, in Fig. 6, we show the derivatives of the conv
luted Compton profiles to facilitate comparison with expe
mental results. The derivatives of 1D ACPAR which brin
out the FS breaks sharply are presented in Fig. 7. The va
of the FS radii along the principal symmetry directio
^100&, ^110&, and ^111&, as estimated from the positions o
peaks in the second derivatives of the CP, differ from
actual Fermi radii as described by Sakuraiet al.13 The first
derivatives of directional ACPAR curves give the corre
Fermi radii, since the high-momentum components in
TPMD are smaller. Our values of Fermi radii along with th
experimental values,13 are presented in Table I. The max
mum Fermi surface asphericity@k1102k100#/kf

0, wherekf
0 is

the free-electron radius, in our calculation turns out to
5.6% against the experimental value of 4.6%, 5%, and 4.

FIG. 7. Derivative of one-dimensional ACPAR curves alo
^100&, ^110&, and^111& directions.

TABLE I. Values of the Fermi radii.

Directions

Fermi surface radii

FP-LAPW Experiment

k1000 0.578 0.57760.004
k110 0.611 0.60460.004
k111 0.585 0.58660.004
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PRB 60 10 775FULL-POTENTIAL LAPW CALCULATION OF ELECTRON . . .
respectively, obtained from CP13, 1D ACPAR,39 and 2D
ACPAR data.37

In this paper, we have presented Compton profiles co
puted using the FP-LAPW method within the GGA and ha
corrected them for correlations along the lines of Cardw
and Cooper25 using self-consistent charge density. The d
rivatives of the calculated CP’s are in good agreement w
their experimental counterparts. Usually, the discrepancy
tween theory and experiment is ascribed to the limitation
the local-density approximation. However, we have seen
gradient corrections to the exchange-correlation potential
described in the GGA do not affect the electron moment
density significantly. In principle, the Lam-Platzman corre
tion describes the nonlocal effects on the momentum den
correctly, but the practical implementation is able to acco
for it only partly; that is, the isotropic electron correlation
are described satisfactorily but not the anisotropic ones.
though Bauer and Schneider34 rejected the idea of momen
tum density-functional theory, we feel a description for t
exchange-correlation energy functional in momentum sp
.
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will allow a better quantitative representation of the EM
theoretically.

One- and two-dimensional ACPAR curves are also co
puted using the FP-LAPW method. We have shown that
different shapes of HMC’s are well reproduced by our c
culations. Inclusion of a density-dependent enhancement
tor is found to reduce HMC’s at largep values. To our
knowledge, this is the first theoretical report of 1D and 2
ACPAR for Li incorporating density-dependent enhanc
ment effects.
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